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Aperture/Shutter Speed
As the first assignment of the semester, the project forces students to 
contend with not only how aperture and shutter speed affect resultant 
imagery, but also how to use these effects within the context of their 
images. Students experiment with wide and shallow depths of field, 
blurred and frozen action, and long-exposure photography. The project 
also introduces students to concept development.

Technical requirements for assessment and evaluation include using 
proper exposure, sharp focus, considered composition, conceptual  
investigation and the successful demonstration of shutter speed effects 
and wide/shallow depth of field.
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Kristin McManus
Reverie

Digital Photography [AACC], Fall 2012

“Hypnagogia is viewed by some cultures as the 

bridge to other realities and is said to be a way to 

tap into one’s psychic and creative abilities ...”

► Click here to see more images from this project
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Boramy Khlok
She Runs

Digital Photography [AACC], Spring 2011

“She knew she had to go, but where, she did  

not know.”
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Katie Amundson
Solitude

Digital Photography [AACC], Fall 2013

A misty morning overlooking the Severn River.
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Nate Brubaker
The Hook

Basic Digital Photography [SU], Spring 2014  

“He began to change from an innocent young man 

to something no mother would be proud of.”
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Anthony Belton
Fire Dragon

Digital Photography [AACC], Spring 2011

“I fell in love with the warm glow of the fireball.”
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Portraiture
Once students have gained a basic understanding of camera functions, 
they are steered toward a more conceptual project. Students are  
directed to choose a single subject (a person or an idea) and create 
portraits for that subject. Each image must have a human presence in 
it. Most students take this requirement at face value, but for some, this 
requirement is a not-so-subtle challenge to subvert and question the 
definition of “portraiture.” 

Technical requirements for assessment and evaluation include proper 
exposure, sharp focus, considered composition and a demonstration 
of conceptual cohesiveness.
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Meghan Hodge
Untitled #1

Digital Photography [AACC], Fall 2011

Portrait of a breast cancer survivor.

► Click here to see more images from this project
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Beverlee Barthel
Bride in Chamber

Digital Photography [AACC], Fall 2012 

A bride prepares for her big day.
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Tameka Shelford
Takiel

Digital Darkroom [JHU], Fall 2015  

A portrait of the artist’s brother.
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Cesar Papa
Complete Demise

Digital Photography [AACC], Fall 2011

“He was a wanted man, a fugitive with only three 

choices: Give up, run or kill himself. Tonight, he 

would screw and get high. He’ll decide the rest  

of it tomorrow.”

► Click here to see more images from this project
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Casey Douglas
Under

Digital Photography [AACC], Spring 2013 

A mechanic at a local auto garage lifts a  

transmission into position.
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Katherine Leonard
Untitled (After Harry Callahan’s 

Weed Against Sky)

Digital Photography [AACC], Spring 2011 

A portrait of the photographer’s husband inspired 

by the subtle sexuality of Harry Callahan’s Weed 

Against Sky.
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Nicholas Orozco
Heat of Battle

Digital Photography [AACC], Spring 2012 

“Born only months after 9-11, his is a generation of 

conflict. A child of former Marines, he wants to  

become a Marine as well. If his future unfolds the 

way he has planned, he will be just another child 

playing at war.”
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Documentary & Photojournalism
Throughout the semester, students are encouraged to seek out stories  
on their own—every week—and they must gather information, find and 
interview subject matter experts, photograph the story and present a  
final package of images, cutlines and a summary of the story. All  
submitted content is checked for spelling, grammar, punctuation,  
clarity, factual accuracy and adherence to Associated Press style.

Technical requirements for assessment and evaluation include image 
quality, impact of the storytelling—both visual and written—and the  
newsworthiness of the story.
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Ksenia Dobbs
Down the Field

Documentary & Photojournalism [SU], Fall 2014 

“Senior midfielder Yianni Sarioglou, 21, and 

Sophomore defense player Adnan Alic, 19,  

are chased down the field by Arcadian midfielder 

Nick Armero and forward David Colombo.”
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Sarah Wockenfuss
1968 Shelby GT500

Documentary & Photojournalism [SU], Fall 2014 

“A 1968 Shelby GT500 basks in the sun at the Hunt 

Valley, Md., Horsepower’s Cars and Coffee Sept. 20.”
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Sarah Wockenfuss
Cards and Flames

Documentary & Photojournalism [SU], Fall 2014 

“Jake Smith, 24, gets playing cards and flames 

tattooed on his left arm by Jason at House of 

Madness Nov. 4.”
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Final Projects 
Self-Proposed/Self-Directed

At the end of the semester, students are invited to propose a project 
based on skills they have acquired throughout the course and concepts 
they would like to investigate. 

Technical requirements for assessment and evaluation are determined 
by each student. As a self-directed project, each student must present 
a five-paragraph thesis explaining the concept, technical and concep-
tual choices, historical precedence or influences, and the future of the 
project. Each student must defend technical and conceptual choices 
during a peer critique.
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Luke Fattorini
Anxiously Waiting 

Basic Digital Photography [SU], Spring 2014

“Horse shows are a chance for riders, young and old, 

to show off their horses in hopes to win a ribbon.”

► Click here to see more images from this project
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Sarah Elizabeth Hyde
The Little Guys in a Big World

Basic Digital Photography [SU], Spring 2015  

“I have just come to love the people there, the 

environment whether it’s chaotic and crowded  

or peaceful and serine, and of course the beautiful 

elegant equines that reside there with their  

companion K-9s.”
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Jaclyn May

Being Kidnapped (Fear #1) 
Basic Digital Photo [SU], Spring 2015 

“The thought of being kidnapped completely 

devastates me. It’s not just the fear of being taken 

against my will but also the fear of being confined 

in a closed space and not knowing the outcome.”
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Garrett Grove
Completion

Digital Photography [AACC], Fall 2012

“My photography is just another form of hunting.”

► Click here to see more images from this project
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Dana Girouard
Baltimore

Basic Digital Photography [SU], Spring 2015  

“The influence was the idea of documenting the 

occurrence of the protest and the uproar of the 

community about a subject that many people  

have conflicting opinions on and potentially 

influence others opinions about what happened 

in the streets of Baltimore.”
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Luke Fattorini
Anxiously Waiting 


Basic Digital Photography [SU], Spring 2014


“Horse shows are a chance for riders, young and old, 


to show off their horses.”


◄ Click here to return to Student Work
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Luke Fattorini
Hopeful Ribbons 


Basic Digital Photography [SU], Spring 2014


“Riders strive for the Champion Ribbon and the  


Reserve Champion Ribbon.”


◄ Click here to return to Student Work
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Luke Fattorini
Trotting Hooves 


Basic Digital Photography [SU], Spring 2014


“The gaits of a horse go from walk to trot to canter 


to gallop.”


◄ Click here to return to Student Work
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Luke Fattorini
Jumping Rail 


Basic Digital Photography [SU], Spring 2014


“Riders are supposed to learn their course, learn 


from others, and control their horse when it is their 


turn to ride.”


◄ Click here to return to Student Work
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Luke Fattorini
Trailered


Basic Digital Photography [SU], Spring 2014


“Horses are placed in trailers while the riders wait 


for their competition to finish.”


◄ Click here to return to Student Work
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Meghan Hodge
Untitled #1


Digital Photography [AACC], Fall 2011


Portrait of a breast cancer survivor. 


◄ Click here to return to Student Work
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Meghan Hodge
Untitled #2


Digital Photography [AACC], Fall 2011


Portrait of a breast cancer survivor.


◄ Click here to return to Student Work
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Meghan Hodge
Untitled #3


Digital Photography [AACC], Fall 2011


Portrait of a breast cancer survivor.


◄ Click here to return to Student Work
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Cesar Papa
Complete Demise


Digital Photography [AACC], Fall 2011


“He was a wanted man, a fugitive with only three 


choices: Give up, run, or kill himself. Tonight, he 


would screw and get high. He’ll decide the rest  


of it tomorrow.”


◄ Click here to return to Student Work
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Cesar Papa
Hurry the Fuck Up


Digital Photography [AACC], Fall 2011


“They would get high first. That always came first.” 


◄ Click here to return to Student Work
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Cesar Papa
Head


Digital Photography [AACC], Fall 2011


“She was his White Trash Princess.”


◄ Click here to return to Student Work
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Cesar Papa
That’s Better


Digital Photography [AACC], Fall 2011


“I don’t know what they decided to do, but I don’t 


expect to see either of them again.”


◄ Click here to return to Student Work
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Kristin McManus
Reverie


Digital Photography [AACC], Fall 2012


“Hypnagogia is viewed by some cultures as the 


bridge to other realities and is said to be a way to 


tap into one’s psychic and creative abilities ...”


◄ Click here to return to Student Work
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Kristin McManus
Conduit


Digital Photography [AACC], Fall 2012


“... It is also a brief moment in which one sees bright 


lights and visuals, but feels disconnected, never 


fully grounded in time or place.”


◄ Click here to return to Student Work
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Kristin McManus
Think About What You've Done


Digital Photography [AACC], Fall 2012


“Escape reality for a brief moment, as if in a state of 


hypnagogia.”


◄ Click here to return to Student Work
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Christine Radl
Pine


Digital Photography [AACC], Fall 2013


An experiment in portraiture and double exposure.


◄ Click here to return to Student Work
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Christine Radl
Branch


Digital Photography [AACC], Fall 2013


An experiment in portraiture and double exposure.


◄ Click here to return to Student Work
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Christine Radl
Leaves


Digital Photography [AACC], Fall 2013


An experiment in portraiture and double exposure.


◄ Click here to return to Student Work
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Garrett Grove
Waiting


Digital Photography [AACC], Fall 2012


“Camaraderie is often a significant part of the  


hunting experience. For these men, hunting is an 


activity that brings them together, and provides a 


chance to build and keep relationships with friends. 


◄ Click here to return to Student Work
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Garrett Grove
Ready to Shoot


Digital Photography [AACC], Fall 2012


“The subjects were not used to having a camera 


present, but the more the camera was present, the 


more it became a fixture of the hunting process for 


the men this hunting season.”


◄ Click here to return to Student Work
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Garrett Grove
Hanging


Digital Photography [AACC], Fall 2012


“I attempted to capture the activity as it occurred in 


reality; to simply be a bystander looking into the 


world of hunting.”


◄ Click here to return to Student Work
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Garrett Grove
Working


Digital Photography [AACC], Fall 2012


“Modern hunting may not be a necessity in our  


culture, but it still provides food for families.”


◄ Click here to return to Student Work
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Garrett Grove
Completion


Digital Photography [AACC], Fall 2012


“My photography is just another form of hunting.”


◄ Click here to return to Student Work











